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this reissued work originally published in 1985 is a uniquely broad and original survey of theories and
beliefs about the growth behaviour performance and reform of the governments of modern western
democracies after analysing the external pressures which have shaped modern governments the
author examines four different schools of political thought which seek to explain the behaviour and
performance of governments and which offer different remedies for the pluralism corporatism and
bureaucracy to examine and test these general theories the author looks closely at how
governments actually work the book is illustrated with examples drawn from various western
societies the final chapters present the author s own conclusion about the future role of government
the limits of market philosophy the future of politics and the principles and problems of institutional
reform modern governments are of great import ance in the present world and cover a vast area this
book deals with the theory principles and classification of constitutions in a very simple manner this
study also covers the constitutions of the united kingdom the united states of america france union
of soviet socialist republic switzerland china japan and india the salient features of each and every
constitution mentioed above have treated in a suitable manner the political parties of those
countries have been studied at the end of every chapter this book will surely be useful not only for
the students but also for the candidates of all competitive examinations this work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
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works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work
may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant john gray has become one of our liveliest and most
influential political philosophers this current volume is a sequel to his liberalisms essays in political
philosophy the earlier book ended on a sceptical note both in respect of what a post liberal political
philosophy might look like and with respect to the claims of political philosophy itself john gray s new
book gives post liberal theory a more definite content it does so by considering particular thinkers in
the history of political thought by criticizing the conventional wisdom liberal and socialist of the
western academic class and most directly by specifying what remains of value in liberalism the
upshot of this line of thought is that we need not regret the failure of foundationalist liberalism since
we have all we need in the historic inheritance of the institutions of civil society it is to the practice of
liberty that these institutions encompass rather than to empty liberal theory that we should repair
this monograph provides a coherent and systematic explanation of china s regional economic
development from the perspective of regional government competition it gives an almost unknown
exposition of the mechanisms of china s regional economic development with numerous supporting
cases drawn from both china and elsewhere this book is an invaluable resource for anyone
interested to learn more particularly the development and transformation of china s regional
economy from both the chinese and global perspectives in local government in early america brian p
janiskee examines the origins of the town hall meeting and other iconic political institutions whose
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origins lie in our colonial heritage this work offers an overview of the structure of local politics in the
colonial era a detailed examination of the thoughts of key founders such as john adams and thomas
jefferson on local politics and some thoughts on the continued role of local institutions as vital
elements of the american political system the reception of michel foucault s work in the social
sciences and humanities has been phenomenal foucault s concepts and methodology have
encouraged new approaches to old problems and opened up new lines of enquiry this book assesses
the contribution of foucault s work to research and thinking in the area of health and medicine and
shows how key researchers in the sociology of health and illness are currently engaging with his
ideas foucault health and medicine explores such important issues as foucault s concept of discourse
the critique of the medicalization thesis the analysis of the body and the self foucault s concept of
bio power in the analysis of health education the implications of foucault s ideas for feminist
research on embodiment and gendered subjectivities the application of foucault s notion of
governmentality to the analysis of health policy health promotion and the consumption of health
foucault health and medicine offers a state of the art overview of foucaldian scholarship in the area
of health and medicine it will provide a key reference for both students and researchers working in
the areas of medical sociology health policy health promotion and feminist studies 本書は アメリカ政治思想史上の
古典の一つとされるもの 思想家によってではなく政治家によって 書斎の中ではなく現実政治の修羅場で執筆された 政治の永遠の課題である権力をめぐる課題に取り組み それを理念の制
度化の次元で説き論じ訴えている this handbook evaluates the persistent problems in the fiscal systems of state and
local governments and what can be done to solve them each chapter provides a description of the
discipline area examines major developments in policy practices and research and opines on future
prospects bringing a vast amount of material to a western audience for the first time this book
provides a detailed systematic micro level analysis of the historical development of the chinese
banking industry analyzing the key issues in the development of the bank of china in the period 1905
to 1949 this is a brand new edition of the critically acclaimed encyclopedia of government and
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politics which has been fully revised and updated to provide a systematic account of politics and
political studies at the beginning of the new millennium providing a penetrating analysis of
government and politics at a global regional and nation state level the encyclopedia assesses both
traditional and contemporary approaches and projects the paths of future research the articles
provide a degree of critical analysis far beyond a simple descriptive outline of the subject
internationally respected contributors have been carefully selected to present contending
approaches to related topics both to clarify the political implications of the various methodologies
and to enrich the portrayal of political life with its expanded revised and updated coverage
encyclopedia of government and politics is more than ever an indispensable tool for students
teachers professional analysts and policy makers first published in 1995 routledge is an imprint of
taylor francis an informa company an earlier edition of this extraordinarily prescient elegantly
written book created a sensation among washington media insiders when it was published more than
five years ago under the title demosclerosis in it jonathan rauch a former correspondent for the
economist and a columnist for national journal showed with startling clarity the reasons why america
s political system and in fact other political systems as well was becoming increasingly ineffective
today as rauch s predictions continue to manifest themselves in a national politics of sound and fury
and little effective legislation and in increasing voter cynicism this book has achieved renown as the
classic and essential work on why politics and government don t work in government s end rauch
has completely rewritten and updated his earlier work to reassess his theory analyze the political
stalemate of the last few years and explain why sweeping reform efforts of the kind led by ronald
reagan bill clinton and newt gingrich aren t the answers he also looks ahead at what is likely to
happen or not happen next and proposes ideas for what we must do to fix the system for anyone
who cares about the health of american democracy and indeed of international security government
s end is a fascinating disturbing and vitally important book this book aims to give a comprehensive
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picture of law government and the constitution in malaysia and to set constitutional developments in
their proper political and social context it is written in such a way that lawyers may see how
perspectives other than the purely legal can enrich the understanding of constitutional issues in
malaysia and that others may comprehend the lawyer s perspective on these issues there has been
an increasing interest in constitutional issues in malaysia since the mid 1980s following a number of
important events including the advent of judicial activism and the curtailment of royal powers there
is now a pressing need for a reappraisal of the malaysian constitution in terms of its political and
social dimensions and dynamics and the extent of its adherence to or its interpretation of those
principles which are collectively known as constitutionalism that is democratic government the rule
of law the separation of powers and the observance of fundamental human rights and liberties the
book examines how the constitution has adjusted to its environment how it actually operates and
how its abstractions differ from reality the author concludes that the principles of the constitution
have been eroded to such a degree that a new constitutional settlement is needed one which makes
it clear what the basic tenets of the malaysian polity are in presidential government in gaullist france
william g andrews describes and explains the basic character of executive legislative relations in
gaullist france from 1958 to 1974 he demonstrates that the fifth republic became presidential
despite its parliamentary constitution because of changes made by degaulle that were compatible
with the emergent character of french society the information is provided in a conceptual framework
that gives it greater coherence explanatory value and significance andrews relates differences in the
nature of institutions of societies and of political problems to types of power relationships that exist
between the legislative and executive branches of government in order to achieve an objective
appraisal of the controversial leader andrews fits degaulle s constitutional efforts into a broader
understanding of the relationships among great leaders texts societies and institutions the book
enhances our understanding of the operation of the fifth republic and of french government in
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general the first five editions of this well established book were written by colin turpin this new
edition has been prepared jointly by colin turpin and adam tomkins this edition sees a major
restructuring of the material as well as a complete updating new developments such as the
constitutional reform act 2005 and recent case law concerning the sovereignty of parliament the
human rights act counter terrorism and protests against the iraq war among other matters are
extracted and analysed while it includes extensive material and commentary on contemporary
constitutional reform turpin and tomkins is a book that covers the historical traditions and the
continuity of the british constitution as well as the current tide of change all the chapters contain
detailed suggestions for further reading designed principally for law students the book includes
substantial extracts from parliamentary and other political sources as well as from legislation and
case law as such it is essential reading also for politics and government students much of the
material has been reworked and with its fresh design the book provides a detailed yet accessible
account of the british constitution at a fascinating moment in its ongoing development in this non
biased politically neutral compendium the authors trace the evolution of the u s government s role in
the economy including the history ideas key players and court rulings that influenced its involvement
today s economic environment is in constant flux as is the participation of governments in it local
state national and global governmental agencies have taken on new responsibilities with both
positive and negative economic consequences this book looks at the changing role of american
government in the economy from determining the measurements of economic health to being
mindful of corporate sustainability to legislating business practices and consumer affairs this
comprehensive collection of essays draws from the contributions of 25 economic scholars along with
seasoned educators david a dieterle and kathleen c simmons to examine economic systems and the
factors that influence them the work includes summaries of important supreme court cases that
have impacted america s economic infrastructure biographies of famous economists and
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descriptions of the seven key economic systems command socialism democratic socialism fascism
market capitalism state capitalism transitional and welfare state in an age of austerity public leaders
and managers face a range of external challenges fiscal social and political combining theoretical
insight empirical commentary and practical experience this book examines how democratic political
systems work and how public decisions are made and how they could be made better this book
brings out current research and practice concepts articulating the research agenda for e government
when e government was first conceived it was designed upon basic technologies where the
emphasis was only on the simple display of government information for citizens to read nowadays e
government design comprises many complicated modules such as upload and download consoles
two way interaction consoles between citizens and government agents integrated government
business processes presenting the whole of government and it does not depend solely on technology
the complexity of e government has now evolved to include political cultural economic social and
technical dimensions bringing all these difficult aspects together is so complicated that it needs
carefully planned strategies informed by local contextual characteristics rather than giving formulaic
definitions and conceptual standpoints on many aspects of e government as is the case in many e
government publications this book will explore the frontiers of global knowledge value chains by
discussing current and future dimensions of e government for example the book discusses the
concept of data governance by exploring how actual opening up of government data can be
achieved especially in a developing world context further the book posits that opening government
data should be followed by the opening up of government business processes in order to peddle the
concept of accountability and responsiveness much text on data governance has concentrated on
articulating the basic definitions surrounding this concept another very important topic explored in
this book is regarding how the concept of decolonisation can be extended to e government by
providing practical examples as to how researchers in the developing world can contribute to the
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advancement of e government as a scientific field of enquiry and guide its implementation thereof
decolonisation is advocated for in e government research so that there is a balance in the inclusion
of the afrocentric knowledge into e government advancement other than over reliance on the euro
asia and america centric knowledge value chains mbembe 2015 as e government is a very
expensive undertaking the issue of funding has excluded african countries and a majority of the
developing world from implementing e government despite funding being a critical cornerstone of e
government development there is a dearth of information on this topic therefore this book provides a
chapter which discusses traditional and innovative ways of funding e government design and
implementation which can go a long way in improving e government penetration into the developing
world further the book explores how intelligent e government applications can be designed
especially in resource constrained countries a couple of emerging technology innovations such as
fog computing and intelligent information technology are explored within the realm of e government
design e government has the potential to improve public services information transparency and the
engagement of civic participation of the public sector management this book analyzes the
achievement of expectations created by public managers policy makers and stakeholders with
regard to the implementation of e government policies and applications it also tries to determine
whether e government applications have been introduced as a fad or according to real demands
from citizenry and if efforts within e government have been effective this book investigates how
public managers and policy makers imagine e government policies and the impact of those policies
on their management and decision making process through the engagement of citizenry it is also
discusses whether e government policies are merely procedural improvements that strictly introduce
new ways of delivering public services or disclosing public sector information the book s analysis of
the overall expectations on e government applications makes it of interest to scholars in public
administration as well as to policy makers and stakeholders



Political Theories of Modern Government (Routledge
Revivals)
2009-11-05

this reissued work originally published in 1985 is a uniquely broad and original survey of theories and
beliefs about the growth behaviour performance and reform of the governments of modern western
democracies after analysing the external pressures which have shaped modern governments the
author examines four different schools of political thought which seek to explain the behaviour and
performance of governments and which offer different remedies for the pluralism corporatism and
bureaucracy to examine and test these general theories the author looks closely at how
governments actually work the book is illustrated with examples drawn from various western
societies the final chapters present the author s own conclusion about the future role of government
the limits of market philosophy the future of politics and the principles and problems of institutional
reform

The Theory and Practice of Modern Government
1961

modern governments are of great import ance in the present world and cover a vast area this book
deals with the theory principles and classification of constitutions in a very simple manner this study
also covers the constitutions of the united kingdom the united states of america france union of
soviet socialist republic switzerland china japan and india the salient features of each and every



constitution mentioed above have treated in a suitable manner the political parties of those
countries have been studied at the end of every chapter this book will surely be useful not only for
the students but also for the candidates of all competitive examinations

Modern Governments
1999

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world
and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Theory and Practice of Modern Government
1924



john gray has become one of our liveliest and most influential political philosophers this current
volume is a sequel to his liberalisms essays in political philosophy the earlier book ended on a
sceptical note both in respect of what a post liberal political philosophy might look like and with
respect to the claims of political philosophy itself john gray s new book gives post liberal theory a
more definite content it does so by considering particular thinkers in the history of political thought
by criticizing the conventional wisdom liberal and socialist of the western academic class and most
directly by specifying what remains of value in liberalism the upshot of this line of thought is that we
need not regret the failure of foundationalist liberalism since we have all we need in the historic
inheritance of the institutions of civil society it is to the practice of liberty that these institutions
encompass rather than to empty liberal theory that we should repair

The Government of Modern States
1936

this monograph provides a coherent and systematic explanation of china s regional economic
development from the perspective of regional government competition it gives an almost unknown
exposition of the mechanisms of china s regional economic development with numerous supporting
cases drawn from both china and elsewhere this book is an invaluable resource for anyone
interested to learn more particularly the development and transformation of china s regional
economy from both the chinese and global perspectives



An introduction to the study of the government of modern
states
1919

in local government in early america brian p janiskee examines the origins of the town hall meeting
and other iconic political institutions whose origins lie in our colonial heritage this work offers an
overview of the structure of local politics in the colonial era a detailed examination of the thoughts of
key founders such as john adams and thomas jefferson on local politics and some thoughts on the
continued role of local institutions as vital elements of the american political system

Modern Forms of Government
1959

the reception of michel foucault s work in the social sciences and humanities has been phenomenal
foucault s concepts and methodology have encouraged new approaches to old problems and opened
up new lines of enquiry this book assesses the contribution of foucault s work to research and
thinking in the area of health and medicine and shows how key researchers in the sociology of health
and illness are currently engaging with his ideas foucault health and medicine explores such
important issues as foucault s concept of discourse the critique of the medicalization thesis the
analysis of the body and the self foucault s concept of bio power in the analysis of health education
the implications of foucault s ideas for feminist research on embodiment and gendered subjectivities
the application of foucault s notion of governmentality to the analysis of health policy health



promotion and the consumption of health foucault health and medicine offers a state of the art
overview of foucaldian scholarship in the area of health and medicine it will provide a key reference
for both students and researchers working in the areas of medical sociology health policy health
promotion and feminist studies

The Theory and Practice of Modern Government
1956

本書は アメリカ政治思想史上の古典の一つとされるもの 思想家によってではなく政治家によって 書斎の中ではなく現実政治の修羅場で執筆された 政治の永遠の課題である権力をめぐる
課題に取り組み それを理念の制度化の次元で説き論じ訴えている

Theory and Practice of Modern Government
1977

this handbook evaluates the persistent problems in the fiscal systems of state and local
governments and what can be done to solve them each chapter provides a description of the
discipline area examines major developments in policy practices and research and opines on future
prospects

Theory and Practice of Modern Government
1977



bringing a vast amount of material to a western audience for the first time this book provides a
detailed systematic micro level analysis of the historical development of the chinese banking
industry analyzing the key issues in the development of the bank of china in the period 1905 to 1949

The Theory and Practice of Modern Government
1932

this is a brand new edition of the critically acclaimed encyclopedia of government and politics which
has been fully revised and updated to provide a systematic account of politics and political studies at
the beginning of the new millennium providing a penetrating analysis of government and politics at a
global regional and nation state level the encyclopedia assesses both traditional and contemporary
approaches and projects the paths of future research the articles provide a degree of critical analysis
far beyond a simple descriptive outline of the subject internationally respected contributors have
been carefully selected to present contending approaches to related topics both to clarify the
political implications of the various methodologies and to enrich the portrayal of political life with its
expanded revised and updated coverage encyclopedia of government and politics is more than ever
an indispensable tool for students teachers professional analysts and policy makers

INTRO TO THE STUDY OF THE GOVE
2016-08-29

first published in 1995 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company



The Theory und Practice of Modern Government
1932

an earlier edition of this extraordinarily prescient elegantly written book created a sensation among
washington media insiders when it was published more than five years ago under the title
demosclerosis in it jonathan rauch a former correspondent for the economist and a columnist for
national journal showed with startling clarity the reasons why america s political system and in fact
other political systems as well was becoming increasingly ineffective today as rauch s predictions
continue to manifest themselves in a national politics of sound and fury and little effective legislation
and in increasing voter cynicism this book has achieved renown as the classic and essential work on
why politics and government don t work in government s end rauch has completely rewritten and
updated his earlier work to reassess his theory analyze the political stalemate of the last few years
and explain why sweeping reform efforts of the kind led by ronald reagan bill clinton and newt
gingrich aren t the answers he also looks ahead at what is likely to happen or not happen next and
proposes ideas for what we must do to fix the system for anyone who cares about the health of
american democracy and indeed of international security government s end is a fascinating
disturbing and vitally important book

Introduction to the Study of the Government of Modern
States
1901



this book aims to give a comprehensive picture of law government and the constitution in malaysia
and to set constitutional developments in their proper political and social context it is written in such
a way that lawyers may see how perspectives other than the purely legal can enrich the
understanding of constitutional issues in malaysia and that others may comprehend the lawyer s
perspective on these issues there has been an increasing interest in constitutional issues in malaysia
since the mid 1980s following a number of important events including the advent of judicial activism
and the curtailment of royal powers there is now a pressing need for a reappraisal of the malaysian
constitution in terms of its political and social dimensions and dynamics and the extent of its
adherence to or its interpretation of those principles which are collectively known as
constitutionalism that is democratic government the rule of law the separation of powers and the
observance of fundamental human rights and liberties the book examines how the constitution has
adjusted to its environment how it actually operates and how its abstractions differ from reality the
author concludes that the principles of the constitution have been eroded to such a degree that a
new constitutional settlement is needed one which makes it clear what the basic tenets of the
malaysian polity are

Modern Politics and Government
1981

in presidential government in gaullist france william g andrews describes and explains the basic
character of executive legislative relations in gaullist france from 1958 to 1974 he demonstrates that
the fifth republic became presidential despite its parliamentary constitution because of changes
made by degaulle that were compatible with the emergent character of french society the



information is provided in a conceptual framework that gives it greater coherence explanatory value
and significance andrews relates differences in the nature of institutions of societies and of political
problems to types of power relationships that exist between the legislative and executive branches
of government in order to achieve an objective appraisal of the controversial leader andrews fits
degaulle s constitutional efforts into a broader understanding of the relationships among great
leaders texts societies and institutions the book enhances our understanding of the operation of the
fifth republic and of french government in general

Post-Liberalism
2014-02-04

the first five editions of this well established book were written by colin turpin this new edition has
been prepared jointly by colin turpin and adam tomkins this edition sees a major restructuring of the
material as well as a complete updating new developments such as the constitutional reform act
2005 and recent case law concerning the sovereignty of parliament the human rights act counter
terrorism and protests against the iraq war among other matters are extracted and analysed while it
includes extensive material and commentary on contemporary constitutional reform turpin and
tomkins is a book that covers the historical traditions and the continuity of the british constitution as
well as the current tide of change all the chapters contain detailed suggestions for further reading
designed principally for law students the book includes substantial extracts from parliamentary and
other political sources as well as from legislation and case law as such it is essential reading also for
politics and government students much of the material has been reworked and with its fresh design
the book provides a detailed yet accessible account of the british constitution at a fascinating



moment in its ongoing development

Regional Government Competition
2018-12-07

in this non biased politically neutral compendium the authors trace the evolution of the u s
government s role in the economy including the history ideas key players and court rulings that
influenced its involvement today s economic environment is in constant flux as is the participation of
governments in it local state national and global governmental agencies have taken on new
responsibilities with both positive and negative economic consequences this book looks at the
changing role of american government in the economy from determining the measurements of
economic health to being mindful of corporate sustainability to legislating business practices and
consumer affairs this comprehensive collection of essays draws from the contributions of 25
economic scholars along with seasoned educators david a dieterle and kathleen c simmons to
examine economic systems and the factors that influence them the work includes summaries of
important supreme court cases that have impacted america s economic infrastructure biographies of
famous economists and descriptions of the seven key economic systems command socialism
democratic socialism fascism market capitalism state capitalism transitional and welfare state

Local Government in Early America
2010



in an age of austerity public leaders and managers face a range of external challenges fiscal social
and political combining theoretical insight empirical commentary and practical experience this book
examines how democratic political systems work and how public decisions are made and how they
could be made better

Foucault, Health and Medicine
2002-01-08

this book brings out current research and practice concepts articulating the research agenda for e
government when e government was first conceived it was designed upon basic technologies where
the emphasis was only on the simple display of government information for citizens to read
nowadays e government design comprises many complicated modules such as upload and download
consoles two way interaction consoles between citizens and government agents integrated
government business processes presenting the whole of government and it does not depend solely
on technology the complexity of e government has now evolved to include political cultural
economic social and technical dimensions bringing all these difficult aspects together is so
complicated that it needs carefully planned strategies informed by local contextual characteristics
rather than giving formulaic definitions and conceptual standpoints on many aspects of e
government as is the case in many e government publications this book will explore the frontiers of
global knowledge value chains by discussing current and future dimensions of e government for
example the book discusses the concept of data governance by exploring how actual opening up of
government data can be achieved especially in a developing world context further the book posits
that opening government data should be followed by the opening up of government business



processes in order to peddle the concept of accountability and responsiveness much text on data
governance has concentrated on articulating the basic definitions surrounding this concept another
very important topic explored in this book is regarding how the concept of decolonisation can be
extended to e government by providing practical examples as to how researchers in the developing
world can contribute to the advancement of e government as a scientific field of enquiry and guide
its implementation thereof decolonisation is advocated for in e government research so that there is
a balance in the inclusion of the afrocentric knowledge into e government advancement other than
over reliance on the euro asia and america centric knowledge value chains mbembe 2015 as e
government is a very expensive undertaking the issue of funding has excluded african countries and
a majority of the developing world from implementing e government despite funding being a critical
cornerstone of e government development there is a dearth of information on this topic therefore
this book provides a chapter which discusses traditional and innovative ways of funding e
government design and implementation which can go a long way in improving e government
penetration into the developing world further the book explores how intelligent e government
applications can be designed especially in resource constrained countries a couple of emerging
technology innovations such as fog computing and intelligent information technology are explored
within the realm of e government design

ザ・フェデラリスト
1998-10-10

e government has the potential to improve public services information transparency and the
engagement of civic participation of the public sector management this book analyzes the



achievement of expectations created by public managers policy makers and stakeholders with
regard to the implementation of e government policies and applications it also tries to determine
whether e government applications have been introduced as a fad or according to real demands
from citizenry and if efforts within e government have been effective this book investigates how
public managers and policy makers imagine e government policies and the impact of those policies
on their management and decision making process through the engagement of citizenry it is also
discusses whether e government policies are merely procedural improvements that strictly introduce
new ways of delivering public services or disclosing public sector information the book s analysis of
the overall expectations on e government applications makes it of interest to scholars in public
administration as well as to policy makers and stakeholders

Basic Forms of Government
1973-06-18

The Oxford Handbook of State and Local Government
Finance
2012-03-21



The Difficulty Solved, Or the Government of the People by
Themselves ... Translated from the French
1851

The Political Economy of Government Regulation
2012-12-06

The Chinese Banking Industry
2007-08-18

Managing the Cost of Government
1985



Encyclopedia of Government and Politics
2004

Comparative Government Introduction
2014-01-27

Government's End
2008-08-01

The Question of State Government Capability
1985

Law, Government and the Constitution in Malaysia
2024-01-22



Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
1893

The Encyclopaedia Britannica
1888

Presidential Government in Gaullist France
1983-06-30

British Government and the Constitution
2007-06-28

Government and the Economy
2014-10-14



Re-imagining Government
2011-06-03

The Forum of Federations Handbook on Local Government
in Federal Systems
2018-12-01

The e-Government Development Discourse
2014-03-19

Measuring E-government Efficiency
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